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Post and Beam Makeover
How the Design Process Works
Creating post and beam makeovers is our cup
of tea! It elevates our heart rates. We love
working with architects and clients and seeing
the unique solutions created by the crosspollination of ideas.
In some cases, an architect will approach us
with new construction documents or remodel
plans and ask us to conjure up an artistic design
to fit their plans. Sometimes builders call us to
perform the same service at lightning speed.
I'd like to show you two examples. In the first
example, time was of the essence. In the
second example, the clients had a long design
phase. Arrow Timber Framing was able to
provide a professional design/build service in
each case. Our team is ready to get you the post
and beam project you've been dreaming of, no
A post and beam makeover gives matter the time frame!
this space a welcoming feel.
A picture is worth a thousand words, but it
is still an imperfect means of communication.
If you have ever experienced the difference of
viewing pictures of the Grand Canyon versus
actually visiting it yourself, you know exactly
what I mean. By the same token, the actual
impact of a post and beam makeover is
somewhat muted when conveyed in a picture
format. You'll be happy to know that the ATF
design process addresses this. You may or
may not have photos of a space you would
like to use as a starting point. We work with all
the information a client brings us! Using a
style quiz and our exclusive process, we work
hard to define the feeling you want your
space to convey. Whether you have a napkin
sketch or a computer set of blueprints, the
process will be the same.

This staircase makes good use
of the available space.
continued on Page 2
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Post and Beam... continued
Continued from Page 1 >>>
Example #1: The following post and beam
makeover occurred about 6 years ago. In this
case, ATF used an expedited version of our
process in order to fit the customer's tight
schedule. We designed, fabricated, and
installed an entire post and beam makeover
in just thirteen days!
Day #1: The builder called me around 2:00
PM to ask if ATF was interested in
constructing a circular timber stairway. Of
course I was interested! He informed me that
two steel contractors who had been
scheduled to construct the stairway had
failed to deliver. Time was of the essence.

3-D computer modeling shows how the project will come together.

Sketches make visualizing easier.
That night I sat down to brainstorm, but
the canvas was too broad. I needed to find
out how the entire atmosphere was
supposed to feel. Post sizing, profiles, end
detailing, etc… all would have an impact on
the décor. I called the project's interior
designer. She used the words warm,
welcoming and homey many times. It wasn't
five minutes after hanging up the phone
when inspiration struck! By utilizing more of
the 25' x 25' commercial lobby space, we
could create a
w a r m ,
welcoming entry
which said
“home.” I could
tell the concept
was a winner.
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Day #2: I set up a meeting with the project manager very early the next
morning because he was leaving to Africa that day. Upon seeing the sketch
and understanding the concept, his head began to nod. “This is an out-ofthe-box solution, but I think it is good,” he said. He questioned me further
about feasibility and the cost estimate. Later that day he called me before his
departure to give me the green light.
Days #3-4: We gathered exact field measurements, reviewed commercial
stairway requirements,
coordinated details with the
railing manufacturer, electrician,
and fire sprinkler contractor, and
brought the design far enough to
order the posts and beams.
Days #5-8: Here the design was
finalized and measurements
double- checked. The craftsmen
fabricated the package at the
ATF shop.
Days 9-13: What a challenging
install! The space was tight and
the man power heavy to shave
time off the schedule. Potential
safety hazards and lost
productivity due to long hours
were prevented by taking
regimented breaks and eating
plenty of good food. The install
was completed with time to Post and beam sizing and profiles
influence the decor.
spare!

This home has a first-floor entry, with views from main rooms.
Example #2: This design/build process was about two years long. The
homeowner, Scott, and I first met at a home show, a couple of years before
we began to brainstorm. I'll highlight the steps within the brainstorm and
design phase, where we spent the majority of the elapsed time.
Brainstorming and design: Scott and his wife, Lynn, had compiled many
pictures and floor plans they liked. We met at their property to talk about how
the house would be situated and where the driveway would be located. In
order to capture the view, the logical house site straddled a ridge. The plans
Scott and Lynn had selected featured a drive-up garage in front of the house
on the basement level.
My head designer and I focused on ways to avoid an entry at the
basement level. Our first suggestion included a drive-through porte cochere

Collaboration during the design process gave these homeowners
a beautiful living space that fits them perfectly.

www.ArrowTimber.com

This great room design is the result of
months of careful planning.
straddling the ridge. The house itself was
located to one side of the ridge. As we worked
through the design process, we decided
against the porte cochere, but the idea of
building the house to the side of the ridge
remained. This allowed for access on the
main floor, as well providing a gorgeous view.
Scott and Lynn interviewed architects I had
recommended. Once they chose an architect,
I began to work in tandem with him to help with
elevation suggestions and building solutions
to accommodate the post and beam style
Scott and Lynn desired. When we got the
rough draft from the architect, the ATF design
team went into high gear. We exchanged
ideas for the next month or so as the design
progressed. The final design was completed
about 14 months after I met Scott on his
property that blustery November day.
If you, like Scott and Lynn, are in a position
to use time as an ally, I strongly encourage it.
Your ideas will percolate over time. It may
sound like a time-consuming process, but as
the ideas start to come together it develops its
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own almost
effortless cadence.
Here at ATF, our
forte is in working
together with a
design team to get
exactly the feel you
want in your post
and beam project. If
you are just starting
the building
process, set up
your 90 minute
brainstorming
session. Once we
pinpoint your style,
we can recommend
This post and beam great room
an architect,
is a great family space.
builder, or interior
designer we think
would be a good fit for you. We have a vetted list of professionals which we
have worked with through many projects, giving you a team that works
together smoothly. Have fun and challenge your imagination!
To your motivation and success,

Bert Sarkkinen, Owner

Careful siting is important on a steeply sloped property.

www.ArrowTimber.com

Featured Project
Portland Children’s Museum

The Portland Children's Museum Pavilion
was a unique project. It was rewarding to
help expand the PCM experience. This
project was funded by donations, and ATF
made a substantial
donation in the form
of a subsidized
timber package.
The logs for
the project were
peeled and
fabricated at the
ATF shop and then
sent to be kiln dried
and pressure
treated. They were
delivered along with 12,000 pounds of steel
connectors! While this project looks simple
and straightforward, it was very
challenging. It really is a testament to ATF’s
goals: your project will get done right. You
will not be left hanging.
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Wood Species
and Textures
p
The Smile Express

Happiness Is...

Altruism is a powerful motivator. I have
early memories of being excited to have
my brothers open the gifts I had gotten
them for Christmas (although, at that time,
I struggled to understand how it was better
to give than receive.) With the passage of
time, motivation has grown. Perhaps
nothing is more fun than organizing a
surprise gift for somebody special.
Think back to such a time in your life; did
you smile many times in anticipation while
organizing the surprise? Yes, of course
you did! Did you ever question the use of
your time? No, of course not! So here’s a
question for you: How can you surprise a
friend with a timber frame package?

…Surprising a Friend!

Wood Species and Textures
for Your Post and Beam Project
When considering
wood species and textures
for your post and beam
project, everyone uses
different criteria to make a
decision. Some of you
crave technical
information, such as a costbenefit analysis. Some of
you will be making
decisions largely on
appearance. Some
customers want the
contractor to recommend a
product.

Douglas fir timbers with a smooth
finish will fit in with most interiors.
exterior, and a smooth texture for the interior.

Regarding the recommended textures, the logic is quite simple.
Exterior timbers with a rough-sawn texture absorb much more stain or
protective coating than a smooth timber will. This means less
maintenance for you!
For your interior, smooth texture will give you and your interior
designer the most flexibility. There are other options:
Ÿ

Your Referrals Speak Volumes!
...and are GREATLY appreciated.
When you refer friends and acquaintances
to ATF, make sure they remember to
mention your name! They get to skip the
screening process... and yes, we screen
clients. You are the cream of the crop! Plus,
we want know where to send thanks... do
you prefer coffee or sweets?
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Without knowing
anything about your
project, I can offer you a
catch-all recommendation:
use Douglas fir in a roughsawn texture for the

Ÿ

Circle-sawn and band-milled timbers lend themselves to a
lodge or Western ranch style of decor.
Hand hewn texture will be reminiscent of old colonial buildings or
old European structures as timbers were finished with a broad ax
in times past.

Smooth timbers can fit any decor. Either a rustic or old world
atmosphere can be achieved with smooth timbers. It's just that you will
need to work a bit harder with your colors, flooring, lighting, and
furnishings.

When it comes
to a technical battle
b e t w e e n t h e
characteristics of wood
species, Doug fir
emerges as the clear
overall winner. I can
recommend it knowing
that it will be a good
choice for most
situations. Let's go
through
the
characteristics.
Strength: Doug fir is
surpassed in strength
only by oak and is far
more resistant to
Circle-sawn texture gives a rustic feel to bending than all the
this exterior entry.
other softwoods. Shear
strength is one half as
strong as oak perpendicular to grain, but every bit as strong parallel to
grain.
Shrinkage: Doug fir shrinks a bit more than cedar and redwood but not as
much as oak. Also, doug fir timbers can be acquired free-of heart-center
(FOHC). This means that the beam is cut off to the side of the “bull's-eye”
created by the growth rings in a log. FOHC Doug fir beams tend not to twist

A dark stain was applied to Douglas fir in this interior.

when drying, while pine beams often do. Doug
fir does leak more sap when drying than other
species. This can be eliminated by using
reclaimed or kiln-dried timbers.
Rot resistance: Hardwood Doug fir left
untreated will last 25 years. Open cedar will
last 30 years. Other softwoods fall between
nine and 17 years.
Availability: The thing I like most about Doug
fir is the availability of massive beams. It is not
a scarce resource you have to search for to
acquire. The only species which yield sizes
comparable in both girth and length are exotic
South American hardwoods. Cedar trees do
not produce big beam sizes easily because
cedar often has inner rot pockets within the
log. Redwood does not have as much pocket
rot, but is hard to come by and can be costprohibitive.
Pricing: Here again, Doug fir finds the sweet
spot. It is more expensive than pine and
hemlock, less expensive than cedar, redwood
and oak.
There are still applications for species other
than Douglas fir. Some factors to consider
include:
· A local wood species may have
characteristics which add to the long-term
value. For example, cypress, which grows in
the south, is particularly rot and bug resistant.
This could be a benefit if you will be
constructing an outdoor post and beam
pavilion in a humid climate.
· Shipping may be a substantial cost
burden. Again using cypress as an example, it
would be expensive to ship timbers from
South Carolina to ATF's shop in Washington
State, and then back to South Carolina as a
timber package. Shipping must be considered
on a smaller order, but will not be a huge factor
for larger orders, especially if you would like to
use douglas fir. To reduce the shipping
weight, have ATF fabricate your package
before transporting to your area!
continued on Page 6
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Special
Offer
p
I can clearly remember the very first framing
job we did, starting our business in 1995. Talk
about having your moves planned out!
Looking back, I am amazed at the energy and
focus I had. And now I’m asking myself why.
Was it excitement? Was it fear? I don’t know.
I do feel like time has mellowed my intensity
and given way to more wisdom… But I still
don’t feel right unless I give a good solid effort
to whatever it is that I’m doing.

Special Offer
Custom Timber Flagpole
With the Fourth of July approaching, you can
express your patriotism by adding this sturdy
wall-mounted flagpole to your home!

Available in arched or angular style, your
package comes pre-stained with a copper
rain cap of your choice for lasting durability.
Includes mounting wall bracket and a high
quality American flag. Definitely a unique gift.
Graceful. Strong. Very fitting for our flag.
Special Offer Price: 70% savings!
Arched style: $1675.00 $503.00
Angular style: $1475.00 $443.00
Only the first THREE members to respond
will receive this pricing, so call right away!

exclude some types of
wood. If you want a
dark stain color, most
wood species will
work for you, with the
exception of redwood
and western red
cedar; these have
strong natural wood
tones. Pine and Port
Orford cedar will give
you the lightest wood
tones to work with.
Hemlock has a
strawberry brown
which darkens as it
ages. The heartwood
of Doug fir is an
orange-red brown,
while the sapwood is
yellowish white. You
can use the power and
flexibility of stain to A rough-sawn exterior texture looks good
adjust the appearance
and is low maintenance.
of your timbers and
influence your décor.
· You may be looking for a specific wood grain. While the effect
knots and wood grain have on the appearance of your timbers is not
negligible, neither does it have a huge impact. Clear timbers with no knots
will have a soothing feel. Timbers with many knots could be viewed as
having lots of character or as being very busy. Wood grain patterns have
even less impact than knots and will either be soothing or vibrant. Pine is
mostly knotty with a smooth grain – it's very tough to get pine without the
knots. Oak is also tough to get with minimal knots, especially for bigger
beams. Oak has a busier grain pattern. Hemlock has very few knots with a
smooth consistent grain. Cedar and Doug fir have heavy and light knot
patterns and are straight grained.
No matter what wood species you choose, I am confident you will
love your post and beam atmosphere. Hopefully this motivates you move
forward with your plans. Don't hesitate to use the ATF team as a resource.
Call 360-687-1868 or e-mail design@arrowtimber.com today!
To your momentum and success,

Call 360-687-1868 or
email info@arrowtimber.com
Offer expires September 1st, 2014
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Our Philosophy
People want things which reflect their personality.
People want an enjoyable process with a mutual exchange.
People want teamwork, transparency, and creative solutions.
I experience this over and over in the course of a year, not only when
clients view albums or 3-D models in my office, but especially so
immediately after the completion of their timber structure. Appreciative
head nods and slow smiles have almost become a trademark!
I fell in love with the timber framing craft in 2002 and I still feel just as
privileged and enthused. Many, many, personalized structures have been
created since then. In fact, my passion, artistry, and repertoire of creative
solutions have all grown dramatically… I sometimes wonder if it is simply
something to do with rising to challenges and building upon success.
You probably agree that exposed beams provide geometric beauty
and resonate deep within our psyche… The style brings to mind durability,
longevity, safety, laughter, smiles, and home to many warm feelings.

The question: What is the best way for you
to acquire your personalized timber living?
Not too much, not too little. Not too high, not too low. Just the right mix
of timber presence and style… How to find that sweet spot which you can
enjoy for years and pass on to your heirs. It's really about enriching the
lives of those around you and sharing your unique personality and
viewpoints with them.

The answer: Arrow Timber’s guaranteed pain-free
timber living acquisition process
I think the culture of mass-produced, one-size-fits-all merchandise is
a happiness drain for far too many people. It is better to have a targeted life
with purpose, than acquiring a lot of mediocre things for the sake of having
them. Too much waste, clutter and frustration, I say. It is much better to
emphasize and display your values with purposeful choices. And if you
can acquire those choices and avoid the taint of painful experiences,
consider yourself a winner! Which is why I guarantee not only the
personalized artistry we create, but also the process by which it is created!
Seek out and choose, therefore, things that will evoke head nods and
slow smiles. Things which resonate with your personality. Things that do
not grow old or boring with the passage of time. You will not regret it.

Recommended Reading
from the Arrow Team
Timber Home Living is a magazine I read
to continuously
enhance the
“Idea Machine.”
Even if some of
the featured
projects lack
artistic balance
they still contain
design ideas.
Also included
are interior
design ideas as well as general advice about
building with timbers.
Grade: A

Five Dysfunctions of a Team by Patrick
Lencioni
The underlying
m e s s a g e
conveyed by this
book aligns
perfectly with the
one of the ATF
core values. That
is: “To work for the
long- term good,”
even if that means
sacrificing
comfort, time or
money. This is
about investing in
solid future relationships and is definitely a
worthwhile read.
Grade: A+

To your goals, momentum, and success,
Bert Sarkkinen, Owner
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